
To assist with hauling needs, the R/T bed includes dummy arms that are assembed 
with tie down hooks. While the lift bar is not in use, the dummy arms align with 
the bed arms to create side rails on the perimitter of the deck. 

Each DewEze Hydraulic Clutch Pump Kit comes standard with a wireless 
remote. Regardless of the weather, you can complete your work from the 
comfort of your cab. 

Powered by a DewEze hydraulic system, the R/T bed offers easy 
access to the rear couplers for moving or operating hydraulic equipment 
and tool circuits. 

For additional information on the DewEze Hydraulics product line, or to find 
your nearest DewEze dealer, contact Harper Industries.

DewEze Hydraulic Clutch Pump Kits run independent of your truck’s 
transmission, giving you instant, mobile hydraulic power with a 
flip of a switch.

The DewEze Reel Transport bed is equipped with a pair of risers, 
lift bar and dual lift cylinders, designed for easy loading and unloading 
up to 3,100 lbs. 

We build DewEze Clutch Pump Kits to go the distance. Should something go 
wrong, rest easy knowing that your R/T bed is also covered by a one-year 
warranty on the hydraulics system.

For reels that require additional reach, the DewEze R/T is available in an 
Extendable Arm model, allowing the arms to hydraulically telescope an 
additional 20 inches.    (Optional)
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Get Reel with the DewEze® R/T Bed
The DewEze Reel Transport bed combines an integrated reel lift into a 
durable flatbed, creating a versatile unit for standard loads and fifth wheel 
towing. This unique design is the heavy lifter for reels and spools making it 
the most cost-effective bed on the market. 
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